Mechanistic Deconvolution of Oral Absorption Model with Dynamic Gastrointestinal Fluid to Predict Regional Rate and Extent of GI Drug Dissolution.
Multiple approaches such as mathematical deconvolution and mechanistic oral absorption models have been used to predict in vivo drug dissolution in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. However, these approaches are often validated by plasma pharmacokinetic profiles, but not by in vivo drug dissolution due to the limited data available regarding the local GI environment. It is also challenging to predict and validate in vivo dissolution in different regions of the GI tract (stomach, duodenum, jejunum, and ileum). In this study, the dynamic fluid compartment absorption and transport (DFCAT) model was used to predict the in vivo dissolution profiles of ibuprofen, which was administered as an 800-mg immediate-release tablet to healthy subjects, in different regions of the GI tract. The prediction was validated with concentration time-courses of ibuprofen (BCS class 2a) in different regions of the GI tract that we have obtained over the past few years. The computational model predicted that the dissolution of ibuprofen was minimal in the stomach (2%), slightly more in the duodenum (6.3%), and primarily dissolved in the jejunum (63%) and the ileum (25%). The detailed model prediction of drug dissolution in different regions of GI can provide a quantitative reference of in vivo dissolution that may provide valuable insight in developing in vitro tests for drug product optimization and quality.